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1 INTRODUCTION


Initially it was a simple question grow up in the relation mainly with technology issues: Who is praying in the situation when a Buddhist monk is using his praying wheel? Is it really the monk or can it be the wheel itself? What will remain if we try to mechanize the "will"?

With this project it is tested the mechanization of the activities, which are normally considered as the indelible part of human history and culture, is tested.

BLACK is kind of service which offers to take a part in re-articulation of our reality. This utopian reality, from the BLACK point of view, can be manipulated via the endless loop of writing some kind of data to the computer memory. This cycle creates specific structure of the electromagnetic fields within each computer and its “resonation – quantity” give the power or sense to the data message and “write” it directly to the cosmos with all dependencies. According to the speculative theory of morphic fields by Rupert Sheldrake we test this possibility within the inorganic compound. 


The name and the base of BLACK comes from the Vilém Flusser’s Black Box idea. (An Input - written prayers, Output - the overview and the Black Box - applications and VOICE.)
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2 BLACK

BLACK is a long term project that consists, however it is made to not to be clean for the users (the reason see below...), of three parts (at the moment). 

web-interface to write down the prayer, TOOL: http://black.metazoa.org/tool  
distribution of the lovely apps with the hidden function of praying at the background, APPS:  http://black.metazoa.org  
web-app to hear and download some parts of written prayers, VOICE:  http://black.metazoa.org/voice  

TOOL – is the tool for any “obscure” group of people, mainly the exhibition visitors (TOOL was exhibited as an installation at Chrudim/CZ/2011, The House of Art Opava/CZ/2012, České Budějovice/CZ/2012).
It is a web page with a simple form to write down and save the wishes, prayers, texts, whatever the visitor type, and with the overview of the live of this prayers. 

APPS – is the web page with the downloadable APPS named Mirror, Decider and Window. They offer very useful, simple and a bit ironic functions, and they are playing the role of “trojan horses”. 

Mirror turn on Your webcam and twist the picture to become the mirror way. 
If You whisper the question and click on the decider's icon, You will get your Heads/Tails answer. 
Window should show up the “color of the light” outside. 

The APPS users should not know the main function of the apps – praying as a background process (daemon). These apps are distributed around the world (via e.g. Softpedia), and instantly download the list of prayers (from the TOOL database) to be secretly “memorized”. The APPS are programmed as “run on startup” applications.

VOICE –  is an exploit-like part which sometimes allows user to see and get some parts of the hidden and delicate content. Due to the preservation of the overuse and sharing, the webpage is open only in a specific time and place context. At the darkness nights over the year. 


The reason for separating these parts has a root in the purpose of the artwork and its hypothesis. It is not possible to see the power of mechanized will, if the human will is not excluded. 
However this experiment includes some people who know all about every functions, the main experimental group – computers of the APPS users – should be the largest one. The third group of users, VOICE users are comparative group of the computers of apps users (they usually need a huge will to see the content, however the reminder service is included). 
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3 RESUME

How long does the BLACK have to work until the monks and nuns in the monasteries will be free to stop their praying for the world peace and human goodness? 
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